Run 2203 Union Thugs Run 07May12.
Sandgate Hawks AFL Club. Hare Bugs.
It’s hard to think of Bugs as a union thug, he is not even a big heavy All Black prop that loves
coming in on a late tackle, but he was a damn fine replacement Hare after Kreepy is having a
forced rest in the R B H.No sign of any Union Membership or banners just 20 or so financial
hashmen looking at the sunset with tales of the long weekend getting into Kimbies home
grown fruit. It was a nice change in weather, last time we ran here Bugs had to tie the
arrows on to the trees with masking tape, this was a balmy night with 7 magnificent
runners,12 walkers and Irish Jokes Million$ canine. We enjoyed Glorious Leader Scruffy
sending us on our way for the last time this month as he is off to do G M things at Interhash.
The pack settled down to a good trot back along Lemke Rd , back into the club then into the
burbs with F R Ts Optus and JC doing most of the checks for Craft who then was the middle
man for the tail end. I think we saw the newish houses up near Roghan Rd before winding
back to near the club to start the obligatory mud, long grass part. Hash Horn Turbo being
fairly useless blowing it at the back while talking to G M and XXXX just to let Tinkerbell and
the front runners know where we were. The last regroup was under the power lines down
near Telegraph Rd for a quick rest, a few lines of “You don’t get me I’m part of the union”,
then a creek crossing to get wet shoes before a run in via the back road and across the park.
Home in 30 minutes but at double time rates for a Public Holiday that is a perfect 60 minute
run. More importantly the runners had the first beers before the 2 pods of walkers returned
at the 40 min mark. Strange behaviour from Irish when he returned, carrying the hound and
not stopping at the Esky for a beer, seems hound picked up a fish hook down at the creek.
Some blood was lost, not from the dog but the hand of Irish Joke during removal, a quick
Vaso consultation again at double time rates and all was well. As it was a double time day 2
beers were the allocation, all were happy except Car pool driver S Bags who had had a super
already.
Scruffy had his last On On circle for 3 weeks and gave a big plug to the Ballsup prior to
handing over to the unfrocked Monk who was after charges. Irish went on the attack and
accused our GM of spying into the bed of Mrs Bucket and Irish using Skype, the confused
man was duly iced. Ring Piece was a SOTW contender after he took a great chunk out of his
scalp on his not fully open garage door, very impressive gash. Anchovy nominated the only
person in the circle without a Hash shirt, Irish, so it was a close vote but with his multiple
charges on a countback Irish is our SOTW.

Irish reveals his Noosa Mar
Marathon t-shirt
shirt and cops the SOTW punishment

$10 seniors meals caused a quick exit from the circle to the club before the cook went home
so all was good again in the world
world.
Run 4.0 welll marked and home before the walkers. At double time 8.00
Circle 3.8 Short and sharp but good laughs. X2 again
Food 4.0 Good venue away from the big pubs. X2
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